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				News and Events
	2024-04-05
					NRRI ACCREDITED PRACTITIONER's DIPLOMA 2024/2025

					Are you thinking of training
to become a Professional Reflexologist?

All NRRI Reflexology Schools offer in person comprehensive training in reflexology.

Every school accredited by the NRRI has their own customised methods and specialities, but all adhere to the highest standards of training which are approved by the NRRI.

You can be assured when you train with an NRRI school you are being trained by those who have achieved the highest criteria required to deliver the best possible reflexology course to their students.

By choosing the NRRI you are choosing the very best there is.

 

 

 

Our Accredited Schools 
are Enrolling Now
Nationwide!!!
>>LIST HERE>>



					
read more »

				
	2024-04-02
					CORONAL ZONE REFLEX THERAPY (2days)

					Don't Miss the Chance to Train with the Best!

Fascinating post-graduate reflexology workshop "CORONAL ZONE REFLEX THERAPY" with extraordinary Lee Anthony Taylor (UK) is taking place on Friday 7th + Sunday 8th JUNE 2024 in The Health Hub, Loughrea, Co. Galway.

Places are strictly limited!

More information and bookings >>here>>

 

					read more »

				
	2024-03-29
					Hoppy Easter!!

					HAPPY EASTER
TO ALL MEMBERS
AND FRIENDS!!

[image: hoppy_easter_png]

Wishing You and Your Families
a Wonderful Easter Weekend!

NRRI TEAM
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				Welcome to our website

				NRRI was established in 1998 as a registered non-profit making professional body to regulate the practice of reflexology in Ireland as a complementary therapy, through qualified registered members and affiliated schools.
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					  LOOKING FOR REFLEXOLOGIST? >>CLICK HERE>>
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 Pet Reflexology

Your cat has cancer because you have contained anger, says Reflexologist Kiannaa Leighland, who claims that pet health problems have nothing to do with the animals, but are actually a result of pent-up emotional problems of the owners.

She says animals strive to relieve human stress, and they internalize human issues, which manifest in pet health ailments. "They aren't the animals' issues," she said. "They get it from us."

She believes that through her animal version of reflexology, the human exercise of applying pressure to certain areas on the feet and hands to supposedly repair other parts of the body, she can discover not only what is wrong with the animal, but also exactly what is wrong with the human.


					read more »
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					Guidelines on Complementary Therapies

Introduction

More people now choose to use complementary therapy when managing their health and well being. There are a wide variety of complementary therapies available. The level of qualification and length of training can vary among practitioners. Because of this, it is important to be sure that you make the right choice.
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				Forthcoming CPD Courses

					2024-04-13 - Loughrea, Co. Galway
					REFLEXOLOGY for Maternity (1day)

					read more »

				

					2024-04-14 - Loughrea, Co. Galway
					REFLEXOLOGY for Menopause (1day)

					read more »

				

					2024-04-15 - Leixlip, Co. Kildare
					REFLEXOLOGY Refresher Course (2days)

					read more »

				

					2024-04-20 - Walkinstown, D12
					Functional Movement REFLEXOLOGY (2days)

					read more »

				

					2024-04-20 - Leixlip, Co. Kildare
					Aroma Reflex Massage (2days)

					read more »
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